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By   Victor   Shen   @Ascende   Learning   

  
First,   recognize   that   the   rooms   and   corridors   are   structured   in   a   tree   (hence   the   name   of   the   
problem).   The   problem   specifies   that   N   =   2500,   so   the   first   thing   we   realize   is   that   an   O   =   N^2   
solution   (2500^2   =   6250000)   will   suffice.     
  

Since   the   problem   asks   for   how   many   rooms   can   serve   as   suitable   starting   points,   we   must   do   a   
clever   DFS   starting   at   each   room,   leading   to   an   N^2   solution.     
  

Now,   how   does   our   clever   DFS   work?   The   problem   may   seem   daunting   at   first,   but   we   can   
simplify   it.   Since   the   sample   test   case   given   is   not   the   most   helpful,   we’ll   create   our   own   case   
below.     

  
  

Again,   we   will   do   a   DFS   starting   at   every   room.   Let’s   say   that   we’re   starting   at   the   room   with   its   
initial   clock   at   12,   the   one   highlighted   in   red   in   the   first   diagram   below.   We   traverse   down   the   
tree   until   we   get   to   a   leaf.   Remember   that   the   clock   increments   at   every   node   we   cross   (not   
including   the   first).     

             
When   we   get   to   a   leaf,   we   want   to   make   that   leaf’s   clock   into   12.   We   would   do   that   by   
essentially   going   back   and   forth   between   the   leaf   and   the   previous   node   until   the   leaf’s   clock   
becomes   12.   Then   we   move   back   to   the   previous   node   and   prepare   to   keep   going.     
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Now,   we   continue   the   DFS   and   move   to   the   other   child   of   this   node.   Again,   we   do   the   same   
process   in   order   to   change   that   leaf   into   12.   We   move   back   and   forth   between   that   node   and   its   
parent   until   the   leaf   is   12.     

  
Now   that   we   have   those   two   leaves   both   as   12,   they’re   finished   and   we   can   disregard   them.   We   
treat   any   node   that   we’ve   made   into   12   as   not   part   of   the   tree.   Therefore,   the   node   that   was   the   
parent   of   those   leaves   (the   one   we’re   currently   on)   is   now   a   leaf!   So   we   now   want   to   make   that   
one   12   by   alternating   between   it   and   its   parent,   just   like   we’ve   been   doing   before.     

  
We   continue   this   DFS   process   by   traversing   the   other   way.   We   get   to   the   leaf,   and   then   we   
perform   the   same   process   --   traversing   back   and   forth   until   the   leaf   becomes   12.   



  

  
Coincidentally,   the   node   becomes   12   the   first   time   we   get   to   it,   since   it   was   originally   11.   Now,   
we   disregard   that,   go   to   the   new   leaf,   and   turn   that   one   into   12   by   traversing   between   it   and   its   
parent.     

  
We’re   now   back   to   the   root   we   started   at,   and   we’ve   made   every   single   other   node   into   12   using   
our   DFS   process.   We   can   now   tell   if   Bessie   can   start   at   this   root   or   not   --   If   the   root   is   equal   to   12   
at   the   end   of   the   DFS,   that   indicates   that   Bessie   is   able   to   start   here   and   make   all   the   nodes   12.   In   
addition,   if   the   root   is   equal   to   1,   Bessie   is   also   able   to   start   here   (because   she   could   have   simply   
not   traversed   the   last   corridor   to   leave   the   root   clock   at   12).   In   this   case,   since   we’ve   made   all   
other   nodes   12   and   the   root   is   at   4,   Bessie   can   NOT   start   at   this   root.     
This   is   an   example   of   one   DFS   process.   We   would   perform   this   DFS   starting   at   each   node   and   
keep   a   running   answer.   
  

Our   strategy   for   this   problem   can   be   outlined   as   such:   
- Construct   a   tree   using   the   rooms   and   corridors   
- For   each   node:   

- Treat   the   node   as   the   root   and   do   a   DFS   
- When   reaching   a   leaf,   turn   the   clock   value   of   the   leaf   into   12   by   traversing   

back   and   forth   between   it   and   its   parent   
- After   making   the   leaf   12,   treat   the   node   as   not   part   of   the   tree   (giving   rise   

to   new   leaves)   



  

- When   the   DFS   is   done   and   all   other   nodes   are   made   12,   if   the   root   is   12   or   1,   
increment   the   answer.   
  

public   class    clocktree   {   
  

     static   class    room{   
         int    clock ;   
        HashSet<Integer>    connect ;   
         public    room( int    c){   
             clock =c;  
             connect    =    new    HashSet<>();   
        }   
    }  
  

     static    room[]    rooms ;   
     static   int []    roomClocksTemp ;   
  

     static   void    incrementClock( int    room,    int    amount){   
         if ( roomClocksTemp [room]+amount> 12 ){   
             roomClocksTemp [room]= roomClocksTemp [room]+amount- 12 ;   
        } else {   
             roomClocksTemp [room]= roomClocksTemp [room]+amount;   
        }   
    }  
  

     static   int    root ;   
     static   boolean    good ;   
  

     static   void    dfs( int    room,    int    from){  
         if (from==- 1    &&    rooms [ root ]. connect .size()== 1 ){   
             int    increment    =    12 - roomClocksTemp [room];   
             incrementClock (room,   increment);   
             int    connect   = rooms [room]. connect .iterator().next();   
             incrementClock (connect,increment);   
             dfs (connect,room);   
        } else    {  
             if (from!=- 1 )   {   
                 incrementClock (room,    1 );   
            }   
             for    ( int    i   :    rooms [room]. connect )   {   
                 if    (i   !=   from)   {   
                     dfs (i,   room);   
                }   
            }   
        }   
         if (from==- 1 ){   
             if ( roomClocksTemp [room]== 12    ||    roomClocksTemp [room]== 1 )   {   
                 good    =    true ;   
            }   



  

             return ;   
        }   
         int    increment   =    12 - roomClocksTemp [room];   
         incrementClock (room,   increment);   
         incrementClock (from, 1 +increment);   
    }  
  

     public   static   void    main(String[]   args)    throws    IOException   {   
        Scanner   sc   =    new    Scanner( new    File( "clocktree.in" ));   
        PrintWriter   out   =    new    PrintWriter( new    File( "clocktree.out" ));   
         int    n   =   sc.nextInt();   
         rooms    =    new    room[n+ 1 ];   
  

         for ( int    i   = 1 ;i<=n;i++){   
             rooms [i]   =    new    room(sc.nextInt());   
        }   
         for ( int    i   = 0 ;i<n- 1 ;i++){   
             int    a   =   sc.nextInt();   
             int    b   =   sc.nextInt();   
             rooms [a]. connect .add(b);   
             rooms [b]. connect .add(a);   
        }   
         roomClocksTemp    =    new   int [n+ 1 ];   
         int    ans   = 0 ;   
         for ( int    i   = 1 ;i<=n;i++){   
             good = false ;   
             root =i;   
             for ( int    j   = 1 ;j<=n;j++){   
                 roomClocksTemp [j]   =    rooms [j]. clock ;   
            }   
             dfs (i,- 1 );   
             if ( good ){   
                ans++;   
            }   
        }   
        out.println(ans);   
        out.close();   
  

    }  
}   

  


